
Sick of the high costs of healthcare? So are we. So we partnered with DPS to 
fix it. MotivHealth has been successfully lowering the cost of healthcare for 
hundreds of companies since 2015, and we can lower the cost of healthcare 
for you, too. We recognize that high cost does not equate to high quality, and 
we are here to shout that from the rooftops—price transparency!
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THE SMARTER APPROACH TO HEALTH INSURANCE

COMPANY FOCUS
Through unique savings tools such as robust prescription 
assistance programs and our provider search tool, we provide 
the solution to rising healthcare costs. With our help, you get 
to keep a large chunk of what you would spend on premiums in 
a traditional healthcare plan. Be our next success story.



HOW MUCH MEMBERS SAVE ON 
AVERAGE BY CALLING US 
BEFORE SCHEDULING  
PROCEDURE.

$80
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WE HEAR A LOT OF TALK ABOUT AFFORDABLE CARE AND HOW TO CHANGE THE ENTIRE 
HEALTHCARE MODEL. FORGET TALK, MOTIVHEALTH IS SIMPLY DOING IT. WE BELIEVE IN MOTIVATING 
AND EMPOWERING OUR MEMBERS. WE TRULY WANT TO HELP YOU GROW YOUR HEALTH SAVINGS.

Ask yourself: Why don’t you know the 
cost of healthcare procedures before you 
receive them? This is the fundamental 
flaw of healthcare. We allow members to 
get the best care at the best price. 
MotivHealth members have access to a 
one-of-a-kind cost comparison tool that 
allows them to take charge of their 
healthcare. For the first time, you get to 
know the cost of care before receiving it.

The MotivHealth Mission

Knowledge is power. We 
combine the savings from 
an HSA-based approach 
with price transparency to 
lower your premiums.

RX PROGRAMS
MotivHealth has a dedicated team that helps our 
members receive discounts on prescriptions. This 
is game changing for members with financially 
debilitating issues from diabetes to multiple 
sclerosis. Call our pharmacy team at 385-247-1030 
and save significantly!

HSAs provide financial 
flexibility. They offer tax 
advantages, promote 
savvy healthcare decision 
making, and encourage 
financial growth.

With a price transparency 
tool and excellent customer 
support, our members are 
empowered to become 
proactive consumers. That 
means costs stay down for 
everyone.

Member Programs 
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